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Transmission near-field scanning microscope for infrared
chemical imaging
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We report transmission infrared near-field scanning microscopy~IR-NSOM! imaging of chemically
amplified photoresist polymers patterned by ultraviolet exposure. Chemical specificity was attained
using infrared wavelengths tuned to the 3mm OH stretch absorption band of the polymer, a band
sensitive to the chemical changes characteristic of the lithographic photochemical process of this
material. Contrast mechanisms are discussed together with the IR-NSOM specifics, such as the
fabrication of an infrared near-field probe with high throughput, which lead to an attainable
resolution ofl/10 and a transmission sensitivity of 1%. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Infrared near-field scanning optical microscopy~IR-
NSOM! combines the potential for high spatial resoluti
with vibrational spectroscopy capabilities. Despite these
appealing features, there are few reports of IR and mic
wave near-field microscopy1–5 compared to the visible coun
terpart, and no subwavelength resolution images exhibi
chemical contrast have been obtained, although signific
progress has been made.6,7 The extension of visible NSOM
techniques to the IR has been hindered to date by sev
obstacles.

First, fiber-optic-based NSOMs exhibit limitation
caused by the transparency range of fiber materials. Opt
mechanical, and thermal requirements, as well as the c
when considered together, indicate that no infrared fiber
terial fulfills all of these as well as fused silica does for t
visible range.8 Second, the cutoff diameter of a circula
waveguide is proportional to the wavelength. It follows th
in the case of a conical tip the distance that the light ha
travel to the aperture while in the evanescent regime will
proportional to the wavelength.9 The attenuation of the ligh
is exponential in this zone; thus, we expect the followi
transmittance relation,TIR5(TVIS)5 ~where 5 approximates
the ratiol IR /lVIS! between the transmittance of the fiber
the IR,TIR , and in the visible,TVIS ~assuming the same tape
and optical properties!. Tapered fiber transmittances ran
from 1024 to 1025 in the visible depending on method an
aperture diameter~Ref. 10, and references therein!. There-
fore, in the IR one expects transmittances of on
1029– 10212. Third, while a typical visible NSOM uses pho
tomultipliers or avalanche photodiodes for detection with
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tectivities of ;1016Hz1/2cm W21, liquid-nitrogen-cooled
photoconductive detectors used around 3mm do not achieve
better than a few a 1011Hz1/2cm W21. Finally, cross sections
associated with vibrational bands are generally smaller t
those associated with electronic transitions and one exp
accordingly less contrast from a ‘‘vibrational’’ band-specifi
image.

These difficulties have contributed to the slower dev
opment of IR-NSOM. The most popular NSOM configur
tion in the visible—the transmission-mode NSOM—is t
tally absent in the IR. The most representative attempts in
IR region used an apertureless, metallic tip2,5 as a scatterer
The use of an apertureless tip eliminates fiber-related p
lems. However, when not used in a total reflection or flu
rescence arrangement, a scattering apertureless IR-NSO
the type used in Refs. 2 and 5 is prone to cross talk betw
topographic and optically induced signals, since the illum
nated spot radius is much larger than the probe apex rad
Separation of these contributions is possible but it increa
the complexity of the experimental setup.11,12

In this article we describe an IR-NSOM dedicated to t
study of chemical changes occurring upon photoimaging
polymer photoresist thin films of interest in microlithogr
phy. Photoresist patterning is one of the few processe
integrated-circuit fabrication that is run without a clos
feedback loop. Latent image metrology provides the me
to study the evolution of the resist profile at different steps
the pattern formation: after exposure, postexposure bake,
development.13 When measured by IR-NSOM, the resul
could provide information on topography as well as on op
cal properties, namely, on those related to chemical b
formation.

EXPERIMENT

The samples are films of poly~t-butylmethacrylate! ~PT-
BMA ! containing 5 wt % of the photoacid generat

4,

ics
l:
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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triphenylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate (TPS-SbF6) on
sapphire wafers. The samples were patterned by contact
chrome/quartz mask with the wafer and exposing, throu
the mask, with a predetermined dose of light at wavelen
250 nm. This causes the photoacid generator to fo
hexafluoroantimonic acid, a very strong acid. Heating
130 °C for 1–5 min activates the acid-catalyzed therm
chemistry. The most prominent changes in the IR spectra
a broadening in the carbonyl region near 1750 cm21 due to
conversion of the ester to a hydrogen-bonded carbox
acid, and the appearance of broad hydroxyl absorption
tween 3000 and 3600 cm21, Fig. 1. The patterns are 500 nm
line/500 nm space and 1000 nm line/1000 nm space on fi
of thicknesses 250 and 1000 nm, respectively.

The near-field microscope is a conventional setup
transmission NSOM with an aperture probe,9 however, with
an infrared transparent fiber. The IR radiation~4 mW,
chopped at 100 Hz!, tunable between 3550 and 3125 cm21,
is provided by a color-center laser pumped by a Kr1-ion
laser, chopped at 90 Hz. We are able, therefore, to pr
modifications occurring within the hydroxyl absorption ban
The tip is obtained by fiber pulling using a commercial m
cropipette puller combined with a rf-powered CO2 laser.14

Several fiber materials were tested: fluoride, chalcogen
sapphire, and low-OH silica fibers. We found that at 3mm,
fluoride fibers (53%ZrF4–20%BaF2–4%LaF3–3%AlF3–
20%NaF) of 0.2 mm diameter represented the best com
mise, taking into account optical, mechanical, and therm
properties and cost.

As mentioned, the progression from visible to IR-NSO
is not straightforward, a necessary step being the impro
ment of throughput of the tapered fiber probe. In order to
this we estimated first the dynamics of the fiber pulling. T
was accomplished by coupling the light from a He–Ne la
into the fiber and measuring the output on a photodiode w
an oscilloscope during the pulling. The CO2 laser power den-
sity was 10 W/cm2, and the cross section of the beam in t
fiber plane;1 mm2. The result of this analysis shows that b
using conventional pulling methods,14 the pulling takes ap-
proximately 100 ms while the cutoff diameter for guide
propagation occurs at;5 ms before the final separation o

FIG. 1. PTBMA IR absorption spectra for exposed and as-coated films.
arrows point to the wavelengths used for the IR image in Fig. 5.
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the fiber. The pulling parameters~heating power, pulling
speed, time! can be controlled dynamically up to 1 m
Knowing that fast pulling velocities lead to long tapers wh
slow pulling velocities lead to blunt tips and short tapers
two-step pulling technique was adopted in which we be
by a slow pull resulting in a taper larger than the wavelen
of light, and just before the end, we elongate the remain
molten material in a second abrupt taper ending in a sh
tip.

A typical result of this pulling method is presented in th
scanning electron microscope~SEM! images of Fig. 2~a!.
After coating with 120 nm of Al, a 200–300 nm diam ape
ture is obtained at the tip. Figure 2~b! shows the tapered fibe
transmittance~measured relatively to a cleaved end fiber! at
wavelengths around 2.9mm. The 1024 transmittance repre
sents a factor of 105 improvement compared to what on
would expect from a conventionally pulled tip of the sam
aperture.

The detection efficiency of the IR light has been im
proved by integrating the detector~300 K, PbS cell, 24 mm2!
directly into the sample holder, very close to the tip/sam
interaction region~2 mm!; in far field, the measured diver
gence angle of the emerging IR light from the tip is;80°.
With a time constant of the lock-in amplifier of 1 ms, th
signal-to-noise ratio on the PbS detector is typically betwe
100 and 200. This limits the sensitivity to transmittan
variations of;1%.

RESULTS

The shear-force method was employed for tip/sam
distance control. Two 636 mm and 333 mm images of sur-
face topography of the polymer films are shown in Fig. 3.
pattern of lines is clearly visible, the result of thinning of th
exposed regions of the film due to the evolution of isobu
lene upon acid-catalyzed thermolysis. We found a maxim
height variation of 210 nm~for a light exposure of 43
mJ/cm2, and a film thickness of 1000 nm! by confocal inter-

eFIG. 2. Left: SEM picture of a pulled fluoride tip by the two-step-controlle
velocity method. One can notice in the closeup the second abrupt tap
the fiber. Right: tip transmissivity vs. wavelength. Fluctuations are rep
ducible from one wavelength scan to another and may be due to the
pling efficiency of the transmitted light by the multimode tapered fiber,
different wavelengths.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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ferometric microscopy at 638 nm. However, the maximu
height variation measured by NSOM on the different sam
in Fig. 3 was;36 nm. The calibration has been made taki
into account the amplifier gain and the piezoelectric cons
for the vertical actuator. The sample imaged by NSOM h
imperfect mask contact during the UV exposure, while mu
better contact was achieved on the samples investigate
confocal interferometric microscopy. Some of the UV lig
probably leaked under the mask in the case of the NS
samples and this can explain why there is less height c
trast. The scanner tube used in our setup was not linear
so some bending and variation in feature dimensions
occur. However, the bending seen in the 333 mm closeup
view in Fig. 3 cannot be attributed to such an artifact. T
bending can be due to the same possible thickness non
formity that prevented the contact between the mask and
film during irradiation. Long-range scanning confocal m
croscopy images confirmed the local bending observed
Fig. 3. However, the cause appears to be surface scrat
and swellings that deform the film over relatively wide are

An IR-NSOM image taken simultaneously with the t
pographic one is presented in Fig. 4. The film thickness
250 nm while the features on the sample are 500 nm li
separated by 500 nm spaces. The IR wavelength is 2.94mm
~3400 cm21!, well within the photochemically broadened O
absorption band~Fig. 1!. Analysis of the two figures show

FIG. 3. Topographic ~constant shear-force! images acquired from a
PTBMA-exposed film~250 nm thick! on sapphire. The lines~dark! and the
spaces~light! on the mask used for irradiation are 1mm wide. The right
panel contains a closeup of the left panel~indicated by the square!.

FIG. 4. IR transmission~left! and topographic~right! pictures of a 250-nm-
thick exposed film~21 mJ/cm2! with 500 nm line/space features. It rough
represents the present limit of sensitivity~1%! and resolution~;300 nm! of
our microscope. Exposed areas are dark on the optical and topogr
images, corresponding to less optical transmission and the shrinkage re
of the film. Exposed lines appear narrower in the topographic image~black
arrows! than the unexposed lines~white arrows! due to the ‘‘tip shadowing’’
effect.
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that the irradiated lines~lower NSOM transmission signal!
correspond to deeper lines in the topographic image~darker
regions!, indicating shrinkage of the irradiated regions. T
best optical resolution obtained from Fig. 4 is;300 nm~l/
10!. Figure 4 also displays unequal line dimensions, es
cially in the topographic image, the narrow ones bei
deeper than the wide ones. Narrowing of the deeper feat
is a common effect in shear-force microscopes, known as
tip ‘‘shadowing’’ effect; due to the finite-tip radius, the ti
cannot accurately follow the deeper features. Our apertur
;200 nm and the aluminum coating 120 nm, for a total
diameter of 440 nm, close to the feature dimensions in F
4. The tip dithering amplitude of;50 nm will further in-
crease the tip shadowing. If one compares the topogra
images from Fig. 3~1 mm lines! and Fig. 4~0.5 mm lines!
one can notice that the narrowing effect of the deeper li
increases with decreasing pattern spacing, which is con
tent with the ‘‘tip shadowing’’ explanation. Given the signa
to-noise ratio of a typical scan, a 1% transmission cha
can be detected.

Significant differences appear when using different
wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 5~1 mm lines, 1 mm film
thickness!. For the left-panel image we used 3420 cm21

~point A on Fig. 1!, within the absorption tail of the O–H
band, but only for the regions irradiated by the 250 nm lig
The right-panel image was acquired using radiation at 3
cm21, completely away from both absorptions for expos
and unexposed areas~point B, Fig. 1!. Both images are taken
in constant height mode in order to reduce the possibility
topographic artifacts in the optical image.9 The dark regions
correspond in this case to less absorption.

Two facts are worth noting concerning the thicker film
of Fig. 5. First, the UV-exposed line dimension is quanti
tively larger when the resonant wavelength is used~3420
cm21!. Second, one gets an image of the line even when
OH absorption is near zero for both the irradiated and n
irradiated zones.

The explanation of these features requires considera
of the contrast mechanisms in relation with the resolution
resonant wavelengths, the achievable chemical~vibrational!
contrast and the overall contrast. We will concentrate first
the contrast at nonresonant wavelengths~right panel in Fig.
5!. The experimental contrast of this image is 10% while t

hic
ons

FIG. 5. IR NSOM images for 1-mm-thick films, 1mm lines, taken at two
different wavelengths:~left! 3420 cm21 ~within the absorption band of the
irradiated polymer, but out of it for nonirradiated zones!, and ~right! 3640
cm21 ~away from any absorption features!. The irradiated lines are the di
agonal lighter regions.
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contrast at 3420 cm21 ~left panel in Fig. 5! is 15%. It follows
that in the overall contrast there is a major nonresonant c
ponent. There is no absorption at 3640 cm21, therefore, the
contrast must be refractive in origin. There are two possib
ties: ~1! the real part of the index of refraction changes wh
moving from an UV-exposed region to a nonexposed reg
~2! The thickness of the exposed film is different from that
the nonexposed film and multiple reflections occur. Bo
situations lead to different reflection coefficients for the e
posed and unexposed films, and therefore, different exte
transmittances.

The reported refractive index for PTBMA at the sodiu
D line ~589 nm! is n51.464,15 and the poly~acrylic acid!, a
close analog of poly~methylmethacrylate! ~the deprotected
form of PTBMA! hasn51.5. At this wavelengthand for a
collimated beam, the far-field variation of transmittance, du
to the index of refraction modification subsequent to U
exposure, should be;0.5%.

The film thickness variation causes an external transm
sion variation only if multiple reflections occur. In this cas
and considering the above variation in the real part of
index of refraction anda collimated beam, one expects only
a 4% contrast in the visible region. It should, therefore,
possible to obtain NSOM images of patterned photore
films at visible wavelengths, and this experiment has a
been realized in our laboratory. However, the observed c
trast is as high as 18%~at 675 nm, Kr-ion laser! even though
there is no observable absorption. The contrast using vis
light ~675 nm, 18%! is higher than the maximum contra
with IR light ~;2900 nm, 10%–15%!, where there is an
absorption. Therefore, calculations of the contrast based
collimated beams and far-field refractive effects give res
significantly smaller than the experimental ones. It follo
that the source of contrast must be related to the actual
metrical shape of the beam, collimated in the near field
divergent in the far field.16

The fact that the beam is collimated at the exit of the
for distances comparable to the aperture diameter, whi
has a divergence of;80° in the far field, indicates that som
of the light rays are totally reflected by the sapphire subst
at the air interface, Fig. 6.17 The refraction angles are differ
ent at the polymer/sapphire interface for exposed and un
posed areas. Therefore, a different amount of light will
totally reflected at the sapphire/air surface as the tip is

FIG. 6. Spreading of the angular distribution of the probe light in absorp
and refractive contrast mechanisms. In the case of a thick film, the enve
of light includes, at the same time, exposed and unexposed zones o
polymer. This limits the resolution of theabsorptive contrastmechanism.
The cone angle effect is illustrated by the total internal reflection at
sapphire–air interface.
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cated above exposed or unexposed regions of the poly
The difference in the maximum angle of transmitted light
these two cases gives rise to a contrast of refractive ori
called here the cone angle effect. Using the difference in
real part of the indices of refraction for the exposed a
unexposed polymers, in the visible, we estimate this cont
at approximately 11%, the same order of magnitude as
experimental one. These estimates show that, in our c
this is the main mechanism for the overall contrast, when
absorption is present. The contrast magnitude is proportio
in this case, to the numerical aperture of the collection
tics.

To investigate the contrast mechanisms further, we p
formed confocal microscopy imaging, with 632 nm las
light, of similarly prepared samples, but with 16mm fea-
tures. The same contrast as found in the NSOM image
675 nm was observed. However, classical microscopy us
collimated light from a lamp yielded a much lower contra
~,5%!. From this comparison of three different technique
NSOM, confocal, and classical, we can infer two conc
sions. First, a possible enhancement of the contrast of
visible NSOM images by a topographic artifact can be ru
out since the same contrast is obtained with the confo
microscope—a far-field technique. Second, one obtains m
than 15% contrast only when using focused beams wit
different divergence in the near and far fields. This sugge
that the refractive cone angle effect accounts, indeed,
most of the contrast.

Let us consider now the chemical effect observable a
difference of;5% in the contrast of the images of Fig. 5.
the IR, in addition to the mechanism related to the real p
of the index of refraction, there is also contrast given by
difference in the absorption coefficient between exposed
unexposed areas. Again, the IR light emitted by the NSO
tip has a certain angular distribution varying with the d
tance from the tip. It follows that thicker films, together wi
the large cone angle of IR light emitted from the NSOM ti
will spatially broaden the absorbing region, Fig. 6.

The result of far-field integration of the transmitted I
light over the angular range of emission is presented in F
7. The observable modulation is shown only for the effect
the absorption coefficient~at the resonant wavelength! as the
tip scans the surface. An ideal tip of aperture much less t
the surface features has been considered. One can infer
these simple calculations that the resolution is limited in
case of thick polymer films by the far-field effect of angul
averaging during collection. One can avoid this by decre
ing the numerical aperture of the collection optics at the
pense of sensitivity. Also, the calculated contrast for 1-mm-
thick films, of about 4%, agrees well with the contra
difference between the resonant and nonresonant wavele
images~;5%!. The difference in film thickness does no
contribute significantly at IR wavelengths since this is ve
small compared to the wavelength.

In summary, the image obtained at 3420 cm21 ~Fig. 5,
15% contrast! carries information on both the real and imag
nary parts of the complex index of refraction, whereas
image at 3640 cm21 ~10% contrast! is determined only by
the real index modifications. The refractive index mechani
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is much less sensitive to absorption features in the IR sinc
is mainly determined~according to Kramers–Kro¨nig rela-
tionships! by the very intense absorption band in the UV~the
calculated effect on the external transmittance due to
change in index with the IR wavelength is less than 0.1!.
The only mechanism that makes a measurable difference
tween these two IR wavelengths is the imaginary part of
complex index of refraction~pure absorption!. Knowing that
the broadening of the infrared OH absorption band is rela
to extensive bond modifications occurring during the pho
chemistry, we characterize the qualitative differences
tween the two images as due to the infrared chemical se
tivity of the pure absorption contrast mechanism. For 1-mm-
thick polymers this effect accounts for an;5% variation in
transmission~obtained as the difference in contrast for t
two wavelengths!. Thus, the result represents a promisi
approach for chemical-species-specific NSOM probing.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, IR-NSOM with chemical sensitivity ha
been realized using a conventional transmission setup
high transmittance fiber tips, pulled by a two-step techniq
and improved detection. In the case of patterned PTBM
films, the images are the result of modifications to the r

FIG. 7. Calculated IR transmittance of the patterned film~1mm lines spac-
ing! for different film thicknesses. Only the absorption mechanism was c
sidered. The increase in contrast can be achieved at the expense of r
tion for thicker films. For 1-mm-thick film and 1mm lines spacing, the
detection spatial bandwidth equals approximately the period of the pat
Downloaded 14 Oct 2007 to 156.56.201.110. Redistribution subject to AI
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and imaginary parts of the index of refraction. The real p
carries information about modifications occurring at wav
lengths within the strongest absorption band of the mate
in the case of PTBMA, this is in the UV. This nonresona
contrast mechanism can be useful to map the interaction
tween the UV radiation and material. The chemical sensi
ity is determined mainly by modifications to the imagina
part of the index of refraction~absorption!, and it has a
smaller but clear contribution. This mechanism could
used for experimental determination of photoacid diffusi
in photoresists,18,19provided the resolution of the NSOM ca
be decreased to;10 nm with good sensitivity.
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